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Journal Information
I am pleased to introduce The International Journal of Drug

Development and Research (IJDDR) is an international peer
review quarterly, scientific and professional journal
emphasizing quality pharmaceutical discoveries and
innovations. I am pleased to announce that, all issues of
volume 11 were published online well within the time and the
print issues were also brought out and dispatched within 30
days of publishing the issue online during the year of 2019.

Journal maintains high standards of scientific excellence and
its editorial board ensures a rapid peer review process with
the help of the Editorial Manager System. The journal mainly
aims in different streams of drug development like Anticancer
drug development,

Drug Development Research, Preclinical Drug Development,
Drug Research and Discovery Process, Industrial Pharmacy,
Herbal Drug Development, Antimicrobial Drug Development,
Translational Drug Development.

The Journal has increased its scope to reports in medicinal
chemistry, pharmacology, drug absorption and metabolism,
pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics, pharmaceutical
and biomedical analysis, drug delivery systems including gene
delivery, drug targeting, pharmaceutical technology,
pharmaceutical biotechnology and clinical drug evaluation.

Journal Indexing
The SJR ranking of the Journal is 0.204 as well. 5 Years

Journal Impact Factor: 3.9, The H-index of the journal is 17 and
ICV: 104.87

During the calendar year 2019, newly joined the editorial
board as well as reviewer board members of Int J Drug Dev &
Res and contributed their valuable services towards
contribution as well as publication of articles, and their
valuable reviewer comments will beneficial to publish quality
of article in the Journal.

Invitation
Any papers that you wish to submit, either individually or

collaboratively, are much appreciated and will provide a great
pathway for upcoming research in the field of drug
development using the platform of Int J Drug Dev & Res. I
would also like to express my gratitude to all the authors,
reviewers, the publisher, the advisory and the editorial board
of Int J Drug Dev & Res, the office bearers for their support in
bringing out yet another volume of Int J Drug Dev & Res and
look forward to their unrelenting support to bring out the
Volume 12 of Int J Drug Dev & Res in scheduled time.
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